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2ND EDITION 9-3-2016 Throw away the get-rich quick schemesÃ¢Ëœâ€ Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€  Read

this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now! Ã¢Ëœâ€ Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€ Are you tired of

living check to check? Do you wish you knew what the rich people were doing with their

investments? When you download Investing Guide: for beginners: understanding futures, options,

stocks, bonds, bitcoins,!You will discover all the basic simple methods of investing.This guide will

help you understand the investment lingo; the big words investors use to confuse less educated

people. You'll be happy to give your opinion on investing conversations options  and stocks.Would

you like to know more about:How options work? making the safe investmentswhat bitcoins arewhat

bonds are Money managing This book breaks down the basic of investing. It starts from the very

beginning of investing guide, so you can get great results - even as a beginner! Download  Investing

Guide: for beginners: understanding futures, options, stocks, bonds, bitcoins  now, and start using

every dollar investing on your future! Scroll to the top and select the "BUY" button for instant

download. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll be happy you did!
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I've always wanted to invest but never knew where to begin. I figured a beginner's guide would

probably be a good start. There is a lot of (I think, at least) good and solid advice for those of us who

have no clue what we're doing.There's information on how to allocate funds to different types of

stocks for different age groups, the difference between passive and active investors, how to keep

your emotions out of investing and things like that. These are probably really basic but for someone

who knows nothing on the subject, we have to start with the basics and work from there. I feel that I

learned a good chunk of knowledge from this book. Not quite ready to start investing yet, but I'm

one step closer.

This is a good introductory book on investing aimed at beginners. It packs a lot of information in a

small package and will give the reader a good sense of what one needs to know to get into the

investment game and have any reasonable hope for success. The author presents steps and

strategies for successful investing, noting that investing is not gambling, requires analysis, but one

can make money if one works at it. People invest to make more money, but beyond that is the

notion of letting your money work for you. Bottom line, financial independence. He covers the magic

of compound interest, investment psychology-- particularly, fear of loss and emotional investment

one may have when money is at risk. The psychological aspect of investing is often overlooked, but

any sane investor should understand it before putting money on the line. Among other topics,

chapters survey types of investment accounts (full-service, discount, online), tax considerations,

building a personal investment plan, alpha and beta of investing, asset classes (growth stocks,

value stocks, and small, medium, large-cap stocks), asset allocation, portfolio diversification, stock

investing tricks, options trading, futures trading, and trading in bitcoins.

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Avoid attaching yourself emotionally to any of your investments because this may

cause you to ignore anything negative about themÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• This is the first self-correction I

got from this book. For me, on a personally level this helps much.This book is more like an

introduction sorta thing; youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢d get in the beginning of a big complex chapter in a

science book. Only this intro doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t get you nervous and worried about what

youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re going to learn ahead in practical. It would have been a plus if the book was

a bit longer or more descriptive in certain places, but I could use the overall support from here.



Simply, this book is a like a very squeezed and shrunk version of the big picture.

This is a great book for people who desire to find greener pastures and achieve the best for their

lives in the future. Investing maybe risky and delicate however it takes risk to learn and overcome

obstacles and hedges ahead of us. Fortunately, this book has given us hope that we could possibly

achieve a well-off life even though we may be now on the brink of despair. I gained courage through

the lives of the people who invested, though they have fallen many times but stood up, and became

a successful person now. We just have to take our first step towards investing which will be

promising when guided by this book. This book is full of wisdom about investing in many ways

possible.

This is by far the best Investing book for beginners that I have ever read! This book really helped me

to understand the value of investing and it provides helpful guides on how to start. I have often

heard of investing and gaining financial freedom and have always been interested in it. But getting

started is just such a challenge for me since with all honesty, I must admit, I have no knowledge or

idea about how this thing works. That information about discount broker is really helpful and I am

very pleased to have that information. This book contains every detail that I need to know, the

basics which is exactly what I needed! Much gratitude to the author!

An Interesting read about the Investment and real time strategy to make the money ready for

retirement.many time people do mistake while investing money and they normally loose the hard

earning money.Through this book one can learn about investment ideas and the real time plan to

invest in stock market and other useful other investment ideas through which one can secured his

or her money at the same time can get maximize return from the invested money.I would highly

recommend this book to any newbies.

Okay, when I started reading this book, I sighed "Oh no, another fluff book with no substance." That

illusion was quickly dismissed! This book very quickly rendered great quality substance. And it

offered it in a way that was controlled and easy to understand. (full disclosure, I did have to read the

'Asset Allocation and Portfolio Diversification' section twice; but that's my own deficit). I'm not sure if

I'm ready to go out and invest in the stock market on my own; but the beauty of this book is it shows

me I don't have to for it shows you how to invest with a "full service broker" or "discount broker". He

also guides you to what should be the range you need to start investing. Bottom line: very good



book and I will read it again...especially the Asset Allocation section!

I am always looking for new and smart ideas for investing, but as a beginner, I normally have trouble

understanding more complex strategies. This time I was very fortunate to have found this book,

since it brings a good introduction to major investment categories and assets. It explains all the

basics involving traditional markets like Forex, Stocks, Real Estate stretching all the way up to more

recent assets like Cryptocurrencies, particularly Bitcoins. This book alone must be seen as a first

investment.
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